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Abstract
A graph is a 1-join composition if its vertex set can be partitioned into four nonempty sets
AL; AR ; SL and SR such that: every vertex of AL is adjacent to every vertex of AR; no vertex of
SL is adjacent to vertex of AR∪SR; no vertex of SR is adjacent to a vertex of AL∪SL. The graph
sandwich problem for 1-join composition is de9ned as follows: Given a vertex set V , a forced
edge set E1, and a forbidden edge set E3, is there a graph G=(V; E) such that E1 ⊆ E and
E ∩ E3 = ∅, which is a 1-join composition graph? We prove that the graph sandwich problem
for 1-join composition is NP-complete. This result stands in contrast to the case where SL = ∅
(SR = ∅), namely, the graph sandwich problem for homogeneous set, which has a polynomial-time
solution. ? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We say that a graph G1 = (V; E1) is a spanning subgraph of G2 = (V; E2) if E1 ⊆ E2;
we say that a graph G=(V; E) is a sandwich graph for the pair G1; G2 if E1 ⊆ E ⊆ E2.
For notational simplicity in the sequel, we let E3 be the set of all edges in the complete
graph with vertex set V which are not in E2. Thus every sandwich graph for the pair
G1; G2 satis9es E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅. We call E1 the forced edge set, and E3 the
forbidden edge set. The GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR PROPERTY  is de9ned as follows
[11]:
GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR PROPERTY 
Instance: Vertex set V , forced edge set E1, forbidden edge set E3.
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Question: Is there a graph G=(V; E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩E3 = ∅ that satis9es
property ?
Graph sandwich problems have attracted much attention lately arising from many
applications and as a natural generalization of recognition problems [4,9–15]. The
recognition problem for a class of graphs C is equivalent to the graph sandwich problem
in which the forced edge set E1 =E, the forbidden edge set E3 = ∅; G=(V; E) is the
graph we want to recognize, and property  is “to belong to class C”.
Perfect graphs were introduced by Berge [1] as those graphs for which, in every
induced subgraph, the size of a largest clique is equal to the chromatic number. The
recognition problem for the class of perfect graphs is a famous open problem in com-
putational complexity [16].
Golumbic et al. [11] have considered sandwich problems with respect to several
subclasses of perfect graphs, and proved that the GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR SPLIT
GRAPHS remains in P. On the other hand, they proved that the GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM
FOR PERMUTATION GRAPHS turns out to be NP-complete.
We are interested in graph sandwich problems for properties  related to compo-
sitions arising in perfect graph theory. Several compositions of graphs are known to
preserve perfection: graph substitution [17], join composition [3,6,8], clique identi9ca-
tion [2].
A graph G=(V; E) has a homogeneous set H; H ⊂ V , if each vertex of V \ H
is either adjacent to all vertices of H or to none of the vertices of H; |H |¿ 2 and
|V \ H |¿ 1. Polynomial algorithms for 9nding homogeneous sets are given in [5,18–
21]. A graph G=(V; E) is a 1-join partition (or join partition) if its vertex set V
can be partitioned into sets VL and VR so that |VL|¿ 2 and |VR|¿ 2, VL contains a
nonempty set AL, VR contains a nonempty set AR, with the property that every node of
AL is adjacent to every node of AR, no node of VL\AL is adjacent to a node of VR, and
no node of VR \AR is adjacent to a node of VL. Let SL =VL \AL and SR =VR \AR. If
SL = ∅, then AL is a homogeneous set in G, and if SR = ∅, then AR is a homogeneous
set in G. In [4], a polynomial-time algorithm is given for solving the graph sandwich
problem when property  is to contain a homogeneous set. To distinguish the property
of containing a homogeneous set from the property of being a 1-join partition graph,
we further impose the condition that SL = ∅ and SR = ∅. In this case, we say that
VL|VR is a 1-join composition of G, with left side VL, with right side VR, and with
special sets SL; AL; SR ; AR. A polynomial-time algorithm, of complexity O(n3), for 1-join
composition recognition is given in [7]. In this paper, we prove that the graph sandwich
problem when property  is “to be a 1-join composition” is NP-complete, even when
restricted to instances that admit a solution for the homogeneous set sandwich problem.
2. Proof of NP-completeness
In this section, we prove that the GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN COMPOSITION
is NP-complete by reducing the NP-complete problem 3-SATISFIABILITY to GRAPH SAND-
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WICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN COMPOSITION. These two decision problems are de9ned as
follows:
3-SATISFIABILITY (3SAT)
Instance: Set X = {x1; : : : ; xn} of variables, collection C = {c1; : : : ; cm} of clauses
over X such that each clause c∈C has |c|=3 literals.
Question: Is there a truth assignment for X such that each clause in C has at least
one true literal?
GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN COMPOSITION
Instance: Vertex set V , forced edge set E1, forbidden edge set E3.
Question: Is there a graph G(V; E), such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ which is a
1-join composition?
Theorem 1. The GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN COMPOSITION is NP-complete.
Proof. In order to reduce 3SAT to GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN COMPOSITION, we
need to construct a particular instance (V; E1; E3) of GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN
COMPOSITION from a generic instance (X; C) of 3SAT, such that C is satis9able if and
only if (V; E1; E3) admits a sandwich graph G=(V; E) which is a 1-join composition.
First, we describe the construction of a particular instance (V; E1; E3) of GRAPH SAND-
WICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN COMPOSITION; second, we prove in Lemma 2 that every 1-join
composition G=(V; E) satisfying E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅ de9nes a truth assignment
for (X; C); third, we prove in Lemma 3 that every truth assignment for (X; C) de9nes
a 1-join composition G=(V; E) satisfying E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅. These steps are
explained in detail below. .
Construction of particular instance of GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN COMPOSI-
TION.
The vertex set V contains: an auxiliary set of vertices {vL; v; aL; aR ; sL; sR}; for
each SAT variable xk ; 16 k6 n, one corresponding vertex xk ; for each SAT clause
ci; 16 i6m, three vertices zi1; z
i
2 and z
i
3, and three sets of vertices V
i
1; V
i
2 and V
i
3.
As the notation of the auxiliary vertices suggests, the role of those vertices is to de9ne
the sides of the remaining vertices in a 1-join composition of the graph we are about
to construct. As we shall see, in any 1-join composition for this graph, vertices aL and
sL have to be placed on the same side as vertex vL, vertices aR and sR have to be
opposite to vertex vL. This property of the auxiliary vertices with respect to any 1-join
composition will de9ne a forcing for the sides (left or right) of the remaining vertices
of the graph.
See Figs. 1–4, where solid edges denote forced E1-edges and dashed edges denote
forbidden E3-edges.
The forced edge set E1 is the union of sets of edges: {aLaR ; sLaL; aRsR}; {vLw: w∈⋃m
i=1{zi3} ∪ {x1; : : : ; xn; sL; aR ; v}}, {vw: w∈ ∪mi=1 {zi1; zi2; zi3} ∪ {x1; : : : ; xn; aL; aR ; vL}},
∪mi=1{xiaL; xiaR ; zi2zi3; aRzi1; aRzi2; aRzi3; aLzi3},
⋃m
i=1(B
i
1 ∪ Bi2 ∪ Bi3), where Bi1 ∪ Bi2 ∪ Bi3
consists of auxiliary forced edges corresponding to each clause.
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Fig. 1. Auxiliary graph for special instance (V; E1; E3).
Fig. 2. Same side (a) and diQerent side (b) gadgets respectively, for li1 = xk and for l
i
1 = Rxk .
Fig. 3. DiQerent side (a) and same side (b) gadgets respectively for li2 = xk and for l
i
2 = Rxk .
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Fig. 4. Same side (a) and diQerent side (b) gadgets respectively, for li3 = xk and for l
i
3 = Rxk .
The forbidden edge set E3 is the union of sets of edges: {vLsR ; vsL; vsR ; aRsL; aLsR ;
aLvL},
⋃m
i=1{zi1zi2; aLzi1},
⋃m
i=1(D
i
1 ∪Di2 ∪Di3), where Di1 ∪Di2 ∪Di3 consists of auxiliary
forbidden edges corresponding to each clause.
In the sequel, for j=1; 2; 3; the auxiliary forced edges Bij and the auxiliary forbidden
edges Dij will be detailed by considering six diQerent cases.
Let ci =(li1 ∨ li2 ∨ li3) be a SAT clause. We have two kinds of gadgets which we
call, respectively, same side gadget and diQerent side gadget. The name and role of
these gadgets will become clear when we prove Claims 2 and 3 for Lemma 2 below.
If li1 = xk , then the following nodes and edges are added to construct a same side
gadget: V i1 = {ai1}, Bi1 = {ai1aL; ai1aR ; zi1ai1; vLai1; vai1}, Di1 = {zi1xk ; ai1xk}. We say that xk
and zi1 are connected by a same side gadget.
On the other hand, if li1 = Rxk , where Rxk is the negation of variable xk , then the follow-
ing nodes and edges are added to construct a di>erent side gadget: V i1 = {ai1; bi1; qiL1; qiR1},
Bi1 = {sLqiL1; sRqiR1; aLai1; aRai1; aLbi1; aRbi1; ai1qiL1; ai1qiR1; bi1zi1; vLai1; vLbi1; vLqiL1; vai1; vbi1;
vqiR1}, Di1 = {qiL1xk ; qiR1xk ; zi1ai1; ai1bi1}. We say that xk and zi1 are connected by a diQer-
ent side gadget.
If li2 = xk , then the following nodes and edges are added to construct a di>erent side
gadget: V i2 = {ai2; bi2; qiL2; qiR2}, Bi2 = {sLqiL2; sRqiR2; aLai2; aRai2; aLbi2; aRbi2; ai2qiL2; ai2qiR2;
bi2z
i
2; vLa
i
2; vLb
i
2; vLq
i
L2; va
i
2; vb
i
2; vq
i
R2}, Di2 = {qiL2xk ; qiR2xk ; zi2ai2; ai2bi2}.
We say that xk and zi2 are connected by a diQerent side gadget. On the other hand, if
li2 = Rxk , then the following nodes and edges are added to construct a same side gadget:
V i2 = {ai2}, Bi2 = {aLai2; aRai2; zi2ai2; vLai2; vai2}, Di2 = {zi2xk ; xkai2}. We say that xk and zi2
are connected by a same side gadget.
Finally, if li3 = xk , then the following nodes and edges are added to construct a
same side gadget: V i3 = ∅, Bi3 = ∅, Di3 = {zi3xk}. We say that xk and zi3 are connected
by a same side gadget. On the other hand, if li3 = Rxk , then the following nodes and
edges are added to construct a di>erent side gadget: V i3 = {qiL3; qiR3}, Bi3 = {sLqiL3; sRqiR3;
zi3q
i
L3; z
i
3q
i
R3; vLq
i
L3; vq
i
R3}, Di3 = {xkqiL3; xkqiR3}. We say that xk and zi3 are connected by
a diQerent side gadget.
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Lemmas 2 and 3 prove the required equivalence for establishing Theorem 1.
Lemma 2. If the particular instance (V; E1; E3) of GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN
COMPOSITION constructed above admits a 1-join composition G=(V; E) such
that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩ E3 = ∅; then there exists a truth assignment that satis?es
(X; C).
Proof. Suppose there exists a sandwich graph G=(V; E) that has a 1-join composi-
tion VL|VR, where VL denotes the side of the partition that contains the node vL. Let
SL; AL; SR and AR be the special sets of this 1-join composition.
Claim 1. sL ∈ SL; aL ∈AL; sR ∈ SR ; and aR ∈AR.
Proof. We 9rst show that sL; aL ∈VL and sR ; aR ∈VR by considering two cases.
Case 1: v∈VL. Since {w: wvL ∈E1}∪{w: wv∈E1}=V \{sR} and SR = ∅, we have
SR = {sR}. Since sR ∈ SR and sRaR ∈E1, we have aR ∈VR. Since {w: waR ∈E1} ∪
{w: wsL ∈E1} ∪ {w: wsR ∈E1}=V \ {sL} and SL = ∅, we have sL ∈ VR and hence
sL ∈VL. Since aRv; aRvL ∈E1, we have vL; v∈AL. Since aLv∈E1 and aLvL ∈E3, we
have aL ∈ VR and hence aL ∈VL.
Case 2: v∈VR. Since vLv∈E1, we have vL ∈AL and v∈AR. First suppose that
sL ∈VR. Since {w: wv∈E1} ∪ {w: wsL ∈E1}=V \ {v; sL; sR} and SL = ∅, we have
SL = {sR}. Since sRaR ∈E1, we have aR ∈VL. Since aRv∈E1, we have aR ∈AL. But
then sLvL ∈E1 and sLaR ∈E3 contradict the assumption that VL|VR is a 1-join compo-
sition. Therefore, sL ∈VL. Since sLv∈E3, we have sL ∈ SL. Since aLsL ∈E1, we have
aL ∈VL. Suppose that aR ∈VL. Since aRv∈E1, we have aR ∈AL. Since sRaR ∈E1
and sRvL ∈E3, we have sR ∈ VR and hence sR ∈VL. But then, {w: waR ∈E1} ∪
{w: wsL ∈E1} ∪ {w: wsR ∈E1}=V \ {sL} implies that SR = ∅, which contradicts the
assumption that VL|VR is a 1-join composition. Therefore aR ∈VR. Since aRvL ∈E1,
we have aR ∈AR. Since sRaR ∈E1 and sRv∈E3, we have sR ∈ VL and hence sR ∈VR.
Therefore, aL; sL ∈VL and aR ; sR ∈VR. Since aLaR ∈E1, we have aL ∈AL and aR ∈AR.
Since sLaR ∈E3, we have sL ∈ SL. Since sRaL ∈E3, we have sR ∈ SR. This ends the
proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2. For i=1; : : : ; m and j=1; 2; 3; if zij and xk ; for some k ∈{1; : : : ; n}; are
connected by a same side gadget; then zij and xk are on the same side of 1-join
composition VL|VR of G.
Proof. By Claim 1, aL ∈AL and aR ∈AR. Since xkaL; xkaR ∈E1, we have xk ∈AL∪AR.
First suppose that j=3. Since zi3aL; z
i
3aR ∈E1, we have zi3 ∈AL ∪AR. Since zi3xk ∈E3,
we have that zi3 and xk must be on the same side of 1-join composition VL|VR. Now
assume that j=1 or 2. Since aijaL; a
i
jaR ∈E1, we have aij ∈AL ∪ AR. Since aijxk ∈E3,
we have that aij and xk must be on the same side of 1-join composition VL|VR. Since
zija
i
j ∈E1 and zijxk ∈E3, we conclude that zij must be on the same side of 1-join com-
position VL|VR as aij and xk . This ends the proof of Claim 2.
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Claim 3. For i=1; : : : ; m and j=1; 2; 3; if zij and xk ; for some k ∈{1; : : : ; n}; are
connected by a di>erent side gadget; then zij and xk are on di>erent sides of 1-join
composition VL|VR of G.
Proof. By Claim 1, sL ∈ SL, aL ∈AL, sR ∈ SR and aR ∈AR. Since sL ∈ SL and qiLjsL ∈E1,
we have qiLj ∈VL. Since sR ∈ SR and qiRjsR ∈E1, we have qiRj ∈VR. Since xkaL; xkaR ∈
E1, we have xk ∈AL ∪ AR. First suppose that j=3. Since zi3aL; zi3aR ∈E1, we have
zi3 ∈AL ∪ AR. Since qiR3zi3 ∈E1 and qiR3xk ∈E3, it follows that zi3 and xk cannot both
be in VL. Since qiL3z
i
3 ∈E1 and qiL3xk ∈E3, it follows that zi3 and xk cannot both be in
VR. Hence, zi3 and xk are on diQerent sides of 1-join composition VL|VR. Now assume
that j=1 or 2. By a similar argument as above, xk and aij must be on diQerent sides
of 1-join composition VL|VR. By a similar argument as in Claim 2 applied to vertices
aij; b
i
j and z
i
j, we have that a
i
j and z
i
j must be on the same side of 1-join composition
VL|VR. Hence, xk and zij must be on diQerent sides of 1-join composition VL|VR. This
ends the proof of Claim 3.
We now de9ne the following truth assignment for (X; C): for k =1; : : : ; n; xk is false
if and only if vertex xk ∈VL. By the construction of (V; E1; E3) and by Claims 2 and
3, for i=1; : : : ; m, literal li1 is false if and only if z
i
1 ∈VL, literal li2 is false if and
only if zi2 ∈VR, and literal li3 is false if and only if zi3 ∈VL. Suppose that for some
i∈{1; : : : ; m}, the clause ci =(li1 ∨ li2 ∨ li3) is false. Then zi1; zi3 ∈VL and zi2 ∈VR. By
Claim 1, aL ∈AL and aR ∈AR. Since zi1aR ; zi3aR ∈E1, we have zi1; zi3 ∈AL. But then,
since zi1z
i
2 ∈E3 and zi2zi3 ∈E1, the assumption that VL|VR is a 1-join composition of G
is contradicted. Hence, the above de9ned truth assignment satis9es (X; C). This ends
the proof of Lemma 2.
The converse of Lemma 2 is given by Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. If there exists a truth assignment that satis?es (X; C), then the par-
ticular instance (V; E1; E3) of GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN COMPOSITION con-
structed above admits a 1-join composition G=(V; E) such that E1 ⊆ E and E ∩
E3 = ∅.
Proof. Suppose there is a truth assignment that satis9es (X; C). We shall de9ne a
partition of V into sets VL; VR that in turn de9nes a solution G for the particular
instance (V; E1; E3) of GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN COMPOSITION associated with
the 3SAT instance (X; C).
Place vertices vL; aL and sL in VL, and vertices v; aR and sR in VR. For k =1; : : : ; n,
if xk is false, then place it in VL, and otherwise in VR. For each clause ci; i=1; : : : ; m,
place the remaining vertices as follows: If li1 = xk , then place z
i
1 and a
i
1 on the same
side as xk . If li1 = Rxk , then place q
i
L1 in VL; q
i
R1 in VR, and a
i
1; b
i
1 and z
i
1 on a diQerent
side from xk . If li2 = xk , then place q
i
L2 in VL, q
i
R2 in VR, and a
i
2; b
i
2 and z
i
2 on a
diQerent side from xk . If li2 = Rxk , then place z
i
2 and a
i
2 on the same side as xk . If
li3 = xk , then place z
i
3 on the same side as xk . If l
i
3 = Rxk , then place q
i
L3 in VL; q
i
R3 in
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VR and zi3 on a diQerent side from xk . Note that the above placement of vertices z
i
1; z
i
2
and zi3; i=1; : : : ; m, implies that for each clause ci; i=1; : : : ; m, literal l
i
1 is false if
and only if zi1 ∈VL, literal li2 is false if and only if zi2 ∈VR, and literal li3 is false if
and only if zi3 ∈VL.
Sets SL and SR are de9ned as follows: Place sL in SL and sR in SR. For i=1; : : : ; m
and j=1; 2; 3: if zij is connected by a diQerent side gadget, then if z
i
j is in VL place
qiLj in SL, and if z
i
j is in VR place q
i
Rj in SR. For i=1; : : : ; m, if z
i
1 is in VR, then place
zi1 in SR, and if z
i
2 and z
i
3 are both in VR, then place z
i
2 in SR.
Let AL =VL \ SL and AR =VR \ SR. Let E=E1 ∪ {uy: u∈AL and y∈AR}. To
show that the graph G=(V; E) is a sandwich graph with 1-join composition VL|VR,
we need to show that the following types of edges do not exist: uy∈E3 such that
u∈AL and y∈AR, uy∈E1 such that u∈ SL and y∈VR, uy∈E1 such that u∈VL and
y∈ SR.
Let e∈E3 and suppose that one endnode of e is in AL and the other is in AR. Then
neither sL nor sR is an endnode of e. Edge e cannot be of the form aLzi1, for some
i∈{1; : : : ; m}, because aL ∈AL and if zi1 is in VR then zi1 is in SR. Edge e cannot be
of the form zi1z
i
2, for some i∈{1; : : : ; m}, because that would imply that zi1 is in VL
(since if zi1 is in VR then it is in SR) and so z
i
2 is in AR, which means that z
i
3 is in
VL (since zi2 and z
i
3 are both in VR then z
i
2 is in SR), which would imply that all three
literals in ci are false. Let i∈{1; : : : ; m}. If zi1 and xk are connected by a same side
gadget, then e ∈ Di1 since xk ; zi1 and ai1 are all placed on the same side. If zi1 and xk
are connected by a diQerent side gadget, then ai1; b
i
1 and z
i
1 are all placed on the same
side (hence e = ai1bi1; zi1ai1), zi1 and xk are placed on diQerent sides, so if xk ∈VL then
qiR1 ∈ SR (hence e = xkqiL1; xkqiR1), and if xk ∈VR then qiL1 ∈ SL (hence e = xkqiL1; xkqiR1).
Therefore e ∈Di1. Similarly e ∈ Di2 ∪ Di3.
Let e∈E1 and suppose one endnode of e is in SL and the other is in VR. If
sLu∈E1, then u= aL; vL or qiLj for some i∈{1; : : : ; m} and j∈{1; 2; 3}. Since all these
nodes are in VL, edge e cannot have sL as an endnode. Thus an endnode of e is
qiLj for some i∈{1; : : : ; m} and j∈{1; 2; 3}. But then qiLj ∈ SL, hence zij ∈VL and so
e = qiL3zi3; qiL2ai2; qiL1ai1.
Let e∈E1 and suppose that one endnode of e is in SR and the other is in VL.
If sRu∈E1, then u= aR or qiRj for some i∈{1; : : : ; m} and j∈{1; 2; 3}. Since all
these nodes are in VR, edge e cannot have sR as an endnode. Suppose that for some
i∈{1; : : : ; m} and j∈{1; 2; 3}, qiRj is an endnode of e. Then qiRj ∈ SR, hence zij ∈VR
and so e = qiR1ai1; qiR2ai2; qiR3zi3. Suppose that for some i∈{1; : : : ; m}, zi1 ∈ SR and that
zi1 is an endnode of e. Then e = zi1aR ; zi1v, since aR ; v∈VR. If zi1 and xk are connected
by a same side gadget, then e = zi1ai1, since zi1 and ai1 are placed on the same side. If
zi1 and xk are connected by a diQerent side gadget, then e = zi1bi1, since zi1 and bi1 are
placed on the same side. Thus we may assume that for some i∈{1; : : : ; m}; zi2 ∈ SR
and that zi2 is an endnode of e. Then z
i
3 ∈VR and hence e = zi2zi3. Since aR ; v∈VR, we
have e = zi2aR ; zi2v. If zi2 and xk are connected by a same side gadget, then e = zi2ai2,
since zi2 and a
i
2 are placed on the same side. If z
i
2 and xk are connected by a diQerent
side gadget, then e = zi2bi2, since zi2 and bi2 are placed on the same side.
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Note that the particular instances (V; E1; E3) of GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN
COMPOSITION constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 always admit a solution for GRAPH
SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR HOMOGENEOUS SET by de9ning H = {vL; aL}. Therefore, we have
established that GRAPH SANDWICH PROBLEM FOR 1-JOIN COMPOSITION is NP-complete, even
when restricted to instances that admit a solution for the homogeneous set sandwich
problem.
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